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Of 160,000 undergraduate students, 33% said 
they “do not know how to study”(Babcock & Marks)

May lead to: student stress, grades drop, lower 
participation, blaming professor

Modern life is busy for students and faculty, but 
there are ways to help students succeed without 
academia consuming your life.

The Statistics of Studying



Studies continue to show that students spend less time 
studying - irrespective of major, gender, race, SAT 
scores, or size of institution. (Babcock & Marks)

In 1961, students spent 24 hr/week studying.
○ Nearly 5 hr per course (5 courses per semester)

In 2010, students spent 14 hr/week studying.
○ Down to 2 hr per course, per week
○ 32% report less than 6 hr/week (that’s less than one hour 

a day)

The Statistics of Studying



College ≠ High School
○ Students not trained to learn independently or 

manage their own education
Learning techniques

○ Does student know their learning style?
○ Are faculty evolving, keeping up?

Role of Technology
○ Computers, phone, and internet may distract but they 

may also increase efficiency
How can faculty help?...

Is There a Root Problem?



Give explicit expectations
○ Clear, precise, detailed syllabus/assessment/activity

Be available
○ Life is busy, but your job is to educate
○ Office hours - announce them and show up

Train students to learn
○ Learning skills that transcend specific field/subject
○ Discuss how to improve their learning skills
○ In-class activities to demonstrate learning skills

How You Can Help



Be aware and active
○ Student’s grade slipping?  Ask to speak with them.  

They may be afraid or embarrassed.
○ Suggest students create their own study group(s).

Establish learning environment
○ Set classroom ground rules
○ Ensure all students can actively participate

And many, many more that we’ll discuss...

How You Can Help



GROUP ACTIVITY
Break into 5-6 groups

Each group receives a student scenario

Discuss options/solutions for 5 minutes

Everyone reconvenes, each group presents 
their scenario and options/solutions 
followed by open discussion



Sally is a good student who shows up to almost every 
lecture.  As instructor, you can see her taking constant 
notes and remaining attentive during lectures.

Sally comes to you after the first exam devastated by her 
low grade.  She’s confused by the grade because she 
attends lectures and takes copious notes.

You review her lecture and reading assignment notes and 
see that she’s written down nearly everything.  How can you 
help improve Sally’s note-taking skills?

Scenario 1:  Sally’s Copious Notes







Tania was diagnosed with obsessive compulsive disorder 
nearly two years ago.  For her, it is a challenge when the 
instructor calls on her to read something from the screen 
aloud, is easily distracted during class lectures, 
experiences difficulty taking notes, often turns in longer 
assignments late, and before an exam, gets sick and 
misses class on exam days.  

Tania hasn't considered approaching Disability Support 
Services because she thinks her professors will think less 
of her.  With only four weeks left of the semester, how can 
you help reach out to Tania?

Scenario 2: Tania’s Learning Disability



John completes most of the course reading assignments.  
John approaches you and says he’s having difficulty 
understanding and finding the main points, or take-aways, 
from the readings.

How can you help John become a more effective reader?

Scenario 3:  John Missing the ‘Take-Away’



Serop's mother was recently diagnosed with terminal 
cancer.  Serop has taken on additional tasks to alleviate his 
mother’s stress such as: tending to his brothers and sisters, 
grocery shopping, and other tasks.  Subsequently he is 
missing lectures, not completing assignments, and doing 
poorly on exams, all leading to academic probation.

Serop’s friends are trying to help but Serop has not 
informed any of his instructors, or his advisor, of his family’
s situation.  You’ve surmised there is a problem.  How do 
you approach Serop and what help can you offer?

Scenario 4: Serop’s New Role



Hayk has not turned in his last three assignments yet he’s 
been in class.  You speak with him after class to find out 
why he’s not submitting required coursework.

Hayk informs you that his life is very busy and he often runs 
out of available time to complete course assignments and 
course readings.

How can you help Hayk improve his time management 
skills?

Scenario 5:  Hayk Has No Time 



Student Planning - Week, Month, Semester



Student Planning - Week, Month, Semester



Nune attends most lectures and completes most 
assignments but her current grade is a C+.  She is 
confused by many course concepts but doesn’t 
know what questions to ask, therefore she keeps 
her confusion to herself.

One day Nune comes to your office hours and is 
clearly distraught.  How can you help Nune begin 
to learn how to ask effective questions?

Scenario 6:  Nune Doesn’t Know What to Ask



● Helping students succeed isn’t solely your 
responsibility, but you can help
○ Students respect that you took the time to help them 

grow and learn (even if they don’t say it)
● There are many problems with many solutions - 

we examined just a few
● Helping students learn on their own and take 

responsibility for their educational growth
● AUA CSS offers many services

Review of Student Scenarios
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